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Time and time again as humans we box ourselves into corners, lose sight of the important things,
and fail to heed the creative and intuitive voices that offer us assistance. According Terry Lynn
Taylor, one of the best-known and well-recognized experts on angels, it is in such moments that we
should turn to angels. They are always there to help. All we have to do is ask.In her new book,
Messengers of Love, Light and Grace, Terry explains how to recognize and access the angels in
our lives. She offers a creative approach for having our wants and needs met by calling on our
angels to work their magic. According to Terry, this process is far more than angels simply
answering our prayers. Rather, they guide us in the right direction through intuitive communications
that allow us to generate the answers to our questions and problems ourselves.
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I adore this book.There are a lot of books about angels, angel guidance, and how to work with them
on the market. Unfortunately not all of them are of meaningful or realistic spiritual substance. Most
are far too copy cat, sugar coated, mere fantasy, and more about how to get what you want by

demanding an angel to be your magic genie, rather than to help you spiritually grow and transform
into a person of Love and Light. Without the Divine in your life (which is who the angels are working
for in the first place) you will miss the beautiful experience of receiving Grace. This book is written to
help you understand just that fact. It will help you begin a beautiful transformation and open your
heart to the joy of living as your higher self.

I purchased this for a frind who was having some problems inher life. She carries it with her. I had
read this book before and it is a great beginers book for someone just starting to look to more
advanced options in spituality than the grade scool teachings of their parents. It has many helpful
exercises to help anyone with anything.

I purchased this book back in 1990 - when it first came out. Back then, being an Angel worshiper
wasn't the big thing it is now. This book has inspired, awed, prompted, advised and guided me since
then. If anyone is just starting out questioning about angels - I advise them to start with this book. If
someone has read/seen all the other angel products out there - read this. I can't say enough about it
- it truly seems angel sent. Get to know the angels - they already know you!Keep Smiling!Meg

I love this author. She writes great things. I have all of her books. I am giving them to my friends to
read as well. We call can do good things in this world by reading these for guidance.
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